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              is a children’s book brand of Jihaksa Publishing Co., Ltd., 

containing the company’s knowhow on educational contents 

acquired for 40 years.

We are focusing on developing great children’s books in various 

fields from picture books for infants to educational comics.

Beginning with the ‘Fairy tale which makes children smart’ series 

in February 2010, we have published ‘Comic which makes 

children smart’, ‘Knowledge fairy tale’, ‘Troublemaker’, 

‘Tales Runner Job Experience’, ‘Tales Runner 

Working with a Mentor’, and ‘MOIRAK’ series. 

arbol meaning ‘tree’ in Spanish. We hope to 

be a tree fruiting from a seed in the 

mind of children.

Address 5, Sinchon-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 121-818, Rep. of KOREA 

Fax +82 2 3141 4488ㅣTel +82 2 330 5296ㅣE-mail key_jihak@naver.com

Homepage www.jihak.co.kr/arb/book



PICTURE BOOKS

Intelligence Development Brain Training by areas
Fairy tale which makes children smart
Format 225x250mm, 32pp

This book presents a question via a fairy tale and leads children to find  
a solution for themselves. Children will naturally learn ‘how to use a brain’  
in the process of finding an answer.

 

01 Reasoning power

Whose Egg Is It?
Written by Jung-Sin KimㅣIllustrated by Jin-A Song 

To build reasoning power following the process of a kid 
monkey who is looking for the mom of an egg.

02 Observation

Hide Well
Written by Ju-Young OhㅣIllustrated by Hye-Young Kwon

To have a habit of observing and studying a surrounding 
environment with care through hide-and-seek.

• excellent book selected by Korea Kindergarten Association

• Book recommended by Council of School Librarians in 2013

We give away <workbook which 

makes children smart> if you buy 

a set of 10 volumes!

03 Self-expression 

Haha’s Magic Cookie
Written by Keum-Hee LeeㅣIllustrated by Jae-Hyun Park 

To learn the courage and expression of telling one’s own 
opinion clearly in front of friends.



04 Memory 

Take Care of a Cat
Written by Hee-Jung YoonㅣIllustrated by Min-Seung Kim 

To exercise memory with fun drawing a montage with mice 
who are looking for cat's owner.

05 Judgment 

Apologize? Or Not?
Written by Ju-Young OhㅣIllustrated by Hee-Dong Yoon

To judge and solve a problem together, so Bomi and Ari can 
go to and come back from a flea market safely.

06 Comparison

Magician vs. Magician
Written by Yeo-Ul KangㅣIllustrated by Chan-Ju Hong 

To learn how to differentiate and compare bigger, longer, 
higher, smaller and more ones.

07 Personal relations 

Let Me Introduce a Snowman Friend
Written by Keum-Hee LeeㅣIllustrated by HyeGyeong

To feel the joy of successful relations while looking at the 
process of the change of a hero.

08 Imagination 

Mom Is Mine!
Written by Jung-Sin KimㅣIllustrated by Hye-Young Lee 

To grow imagination picturing 

an invisible baby.

• Book recommended by 2012 Chaekdungi, newspaper for infants

• Book recommended by 2012 Chaekdungi, newspaper for infants

• excellent book selected by Korea Kindergarten Association

• excellent book selected by Korea Kindergarten Association

• Book recommended by 2012 Chaekdungi, newspaper for infants



09 Think different 

Shivering Birthday Invitation
Written by Hee-Jung YoonㅣIllustrated by Sook Shin

To realize that misunderstanding and prejudice  
without direct experience are wrong acts.

• excellent book selected by Korea Kindergarten Association

10 Concentration

Tabo’s Mystery Letter
Written by Hee-Jung YoonㅣIllustrated by Young-Lim Lee

Concentration grows while finding  
who sent Tabo a letter.

• Book recommended by 2013 Chaekdungi, newspaper for infants

01  <Pillow Baby>
Pillow Baby is Julie’s best friend; it makes sounds whenever it 
moves. Tomorrow Julie will go on a kindergarten camping. She 
wants to take Pillow Baby with her to the camping…….

02  <Umbrella and Loaches>
Clear water, instead of muddy water, flowed in the ditch; children 
living in the village picked up the toys floating down. But, Julie’s 
umbrella didn’t show. Where has the umbrella gone?

Julie’s Stories
Written • Illustrated by Hyun-Joo KimㅣFormat 270x250mm, 48pp

Julie, a curious child, always causes some incidents; loses the same thing for  
several times, and sometimes walks around thinking something else to lose her way.
Julie in the story shows the child reading this book and mom and dad in their childhood.  
This book makes the child sympathize with Julie, mom and dad sympathize with Julie, and 
the child and mom and dad do so with each other. Sympathy gives a great help for anyone to 
live in this world; also, a child who has sympathized with others much gets his or her sociality 
developed with a greater ability to read and understand others’ minds. Let’s make a good 
heart through the warm stories of Julie. 

 Vol. 3 <When Dad Was My Age>, Vol. 4 <White Seal>,  
Vol. 5 <Water Parsley Garden Kids> are planned to be  
published successively.



NOVELTY BOOKS

making children grasp the concepts of textbooks,  
and get interested in study through a fairy tale
Knowledge fairy tale
It contains information and interesting stories which elementary school students should 
know in the areas of mathematics, science, history, arts, etc. based on textbooks. 

01 Mathematics story

Why no Rank 0?
Written by Young-Min LeeㅣIllustrated by Jae-Hyun Park 
Format 185x245mm, 168pp

An elementary mathematics concept book suitable for changed 
mathematics education such as narrative tests, creativity 
mathematics, etc. Able to find stories hidden in numbers and 
formulas, and to understand concepts in a mathematics textbook 
through fairy tales.

• Excellent cultural book in 2011 by Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism  

• Book recommended by 2012 Morning Reading

• Book recommended by School Library Journal in 201202 Animal story

Why Is Rudolph’s Nose Red?
Written by Hyun-Nyeo KangㅣIllustrated by Hyun-Gyeong Hur
Format 190x240mm, 128pp

Why is Rudolph deer’s nose red? Why doesn’t a crocodile eat a 
crocodile bird? To know the amazing world and secrets of animals 
never taught by a textbook through fun fairy tales.

03 Plant story

Why Do Tears Flow When Peeling Off Onion?
Written by Jung-Sin KimㅣIllustrated by Jin-Wook Song
Format 190x240mm, 128pp

Plant related contents appearing on a textbook are mixed in a fun 
story. Natural knowledge acquisition and curiosity induction help 
children become familiar with science.

Rights sold : China

Rights sold : China

Rights sold : China



04 Human Body story

Finding Booger Running Away From Home 
Written by Yeo-Ul KangㅣIllustrated by Jae-Hyun Park
Format 190x240mm, 136pp

Children understand the role of body organs and realize that those 
considered useless as the hairs of the nostril or booger also have the 
reason for existence, while reading a fairy tale.

Rights sold : China

Vol. 7 <Story of politics>, Vol. 8 <Geography story>,  
             Vol. 9 <Art story>, etc. continue to be published.

•  Must-read book for the 12th Korea Reading  
 Discussion and Essay Competition

•  Book recommended by Council of School  
 Librarians in 2013

05 Story of cultural assets
Written by Min-Ji Jung
Illustrated by Min-Seung Kim
Format 190x240mm, 128pp

•  Book recommended by Council of School  Librarians in 2013 • Must-read book for the 22nd Korea Reading Olympiad

06  Folklore story

Folklore?

cultural assets?

Human Body?

Animal?

Plant?

 Mathematics?

Written by Jae-Eun Jung 

Illustrated by Soon-Young Kim
Format 190x240mm, 128pp

Fairy tale Study

Composition of this book



Steal Creativity from Steve Jobs
Written by Dong-Jo LeeㅣIllustrated by Jae-Hyun Park
Format 186x240mm, 160pp

To see the process of making iPhone successful by 
Steve Jobs, the world’s most 
creative CEO, and to learn the 
secrets to making a dream come 
true using creativity of thinking 
different, sharing and enjoying.

Rights sold: Taiwan

Dragon Flight

Storytelling Quiz Book
Written by Seung-Jin LeeㅣIllustrated by Hae-Bong Lim
Format 185x240mm, 144pp

Storytelling + Quiz = Improve your IQ!
No more boring quiz books resembling workbooks!  
Challenge the quiz contained in the interesting stories of friends 
from popular mobile game ‘Dragon Flight’, and learn how to  
improve your IQ.
We introduce a variety of quiz that can increase your intelligence 
of five areas – language ability, memory, spatial skills, numerical 
abilities, and logic and reasoning power – and how to improve your 
IQ in an easy way.

Quiz

Way to
Improve IQ

Composition of this book



EDUCATIONAL COMICS

Ugh!

Oh, I don’t like those  
expressions; let’s talk  

casually for we seem to be  
of the same age.

the prophetic 
writings?

Thank you for saving my life.

Let’s go find treasures 
in the prophetic writings 

with me.

Run away now!  
That attack stops them 

 just for a while!

Radon, calling himself the 
Devil, became the ruler of 
Atalndo; and the dark age of 
Atlando got started.

Histery Expedition (Working Title)
History + Mystery = Histery 
Written by Young-Sun JoㅣIllustrated by Young-Ho Lee 
Format 188x257mm, 160pp

01 <Seven Wonders of the World>
02 <New Seven Wonders of the World>
03 <Four Ancient Civilizations of the World>
04 <Three Ancient Civilizations of America>

‘Atlando’ is a world where humans and dragons live peacefully together. However, people 
blinded by power try to use dragons in war to break the peace between people and dragons; 
Radon, a black mage, devours Atlando taking advantage of the opportunity…….  
Sunny, Nia, and Elizabeth oppose this, while Nella and Eru try to hinder.  An adventure  
at the risk of Atlando’s fate these five dragon handlers show!   
A fantastic adventure unfolds on  
mysterious ruins and civilizations. 

Who?



for the preparation of narrative tests
Comic which makes children smart
A story completes only when text and comic are read together since texts have a question 
and a comic has an answer. Suitable for logical thinking exercise to find a solution of a 
question in a story for themselves.

머리가 좋아지는 만화

01 <Stories>
Written by WoorinuriㅣIllustrated by Nam-Sun Yoon
Format 188x257mm, 190pp
Selects and contains about 60 stories to think over from  
international masterpiece, Talmud, traditional fairy tale, foreign 
folktales, etc.

02 <Figures>
Written by WoorinuriㅣIllustrated by Soo-Ro Park
Format 188x257mm, 192pp

Contains 60 anecdotes of figures who distinguished  
themselves in various fields such as politics, economy, science, 
culture, etc.

03 <Textbook>
Written by WoorinuriㅣIllustrated by Jung-Sun Kim
Format 188x257mm, 192pp

Curiosities which children can have while studying a textbook are 
categorized into language, mathematics, science, etc.

Rights sold : Thailand

Rights sold : Thailand

04 <Custom>
Written by WoorinuriㅣIllustrated by Soo-Ro Park
Format 188x257mm, 192pp

To know our tradition and custom through stories of the usage of  
old items, the origin and custom of a festive season, ghost and a folk 
game.

Rights sold : Thailand



 • MOIRAK • 
MOIRAK is the educational comics selected from the excellent contents of 
<Dokseo Pyeongseol>, a monthly magazine of reading and essay with 20 
years’ history. Contains the mandatory subjects of an elementary school such 
as language, mathematics, science, social studies, etc., and stimulates curiosity 
with joy.

  • Language •  World masterpiece making thoughts grow big

Great works widely known to the world is called ‘masterpiece’. Being read by many people 
or having great artistic value only can’t be called ‘masterpiece’. Masterpiece shall have both 
popularity and literary value. Thus, the true masterpiece contains ‘wisdom people should 
know in life’, transcending eras and borders. <World masterpiece making thoughts grow 
big> screened and selected carefully to contain the works suitable for the title. As a result, 
14 works were selected first to make 4 volumes.

01
Vol.

Written by VisualㅣIllustrated by Hae-Bong Lim
Format 188x257mm, 200pp

Vol. 1 has <The Secret Garden>,  
<A Dog of Flanders>, and <Don Quixote>.

Written by VisualㅣIllustrated by Hae-Bong Lim
Format 188x257mm, 184pp

Vol. 3 has <Animal Farm>, 
<The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn>,  
and <The Hound of the Baskervilles>.

Written by VisualㅣIllustrated by Hae-Bong Lim, Hee-Seok Kim, Dalmaru
Format 188x257mm, 200pp

Vol. 4 has <The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde>,  
<The Snow Queen>, <A Midsummer Night’s Dream>,  

and <The Merchant of Venice>.

Written by VisualㅣIllustrated by Hae-Bong Lim
Format 188x257mm, 192pp

Vol. 2 has <Les Miserables>, <Poil De Carotte>,  
<Ivan the Fool(Skazka ob Ivane-durake)>,  

and <The Voyages of Dr. Dolittle>.

02
Vol.

03
Vol.

04
Vol.

Vol. 1~4 Rights sold : Thailand



• Mathematics •  Brain Game of Talented Children

Written · llustrated by Jin-Hyo Son 
Format 188x257mm, 176pp

They say people use only 10% of their brain during life. If we display our potential ability of 
the rest 90%, we would be all talents that we want to be, wouldn’t we? You can improve your 
imagination through interesting comics and increase your judgment and problem-solving 
ability by going through the troubles of characters together; in addition, you can improve your 
concentration and creativity by solving the presented quiz. Therefore, a child who has thought 
that “I can’t” will dream a bright future believing that “I can!”.

01 <Wake Up Your Sleeping Brain>

02 <Improve Your Creativity>

Ganghae, Suah, and Daesik hate but envy Youngsu who boasts 
that he’s a talented child. One day, a doctor appears from a book 
they have discovered by chance, and they come to go to the ‘Brain 
World’ believing the doctor’s saying that he will make them talented 
children…….

The children come to part from each other while running away from 
Primat Mon(Primates Monster). After that, Daesik gets taken to 
the Brain Research Center to be in danger of being robbed of the 
knowledge in his head; Ganghae and Suah face King Mon, who got 
cursed and confined in the Fog Area…….

03 <Show Your Imagination>

04 <Improve Your Thinking Ability>

Ganghae and Suah look for the book with the number of 0 sealed, 
which is the key to save the Brain World, and Daesik escapes from 
the lab of Dr. Orang Mon(Orangutan Monster) to join them. But, 
when they think they have come back to the real world, it showers 
suddenly and the God of rain, wind, and cloud appears…….

The children start a new adventure to find treasures with the golden 
sword, golden mirror, and golden bell from the God. The treasures 
are in the sea near Dokdo. But, a crisis arises as the boat heading 
for Dokdo suddenly stops…….



The 1st mentor 

The 2nd mentor 

The 3rd mentor 

The 4th mentor 

Success keyword learnt from a mentor
Tales Runner Working with a Mentor
Written by AristoㅣIllustrated by Tae-Yong KimㅣFormat 188x257mm

Ruff suffering from a bike accident and Yuki being bad off because of the ruined family 
started to run Tales bakery with the warm help of Dr. Hell. However, the bakery suffers 
from financial problems after a while. Ruff and Yuki want to visit many mentors and learn 
capabilities required in this contemporary society in order to overcome difficult situations. 
Can they grow Tales bakery based on their experience working with mentors?

The world is big and 

there are various mentors!

< Mark Zuckerberg> CEO of Facebook

<Jim Yong Kim> President of the World Bank

Leadership of ‘Hillary Clinton’

Imagination of ‘Tim Burton’  
Film director

Know the importance of ‘communication’ via ‘Facebook’, the world’s 
largest internet empire that connected 9 hundred million people all 
over the world, and the open mind of Mark Zuckerberg!

Jim Yong Kim has founded the PIH, an international medical 
volunteer group, and became the president of the World Bank for 
development of global economy. We learn how important persistence 
is through his efforts to change the world.

Former First Lady and Secretary of State of the United States

Rights sold : Thailand

Rights sold : Thailand



with the in-person experience of various workplaces
Tales Runner Job Experience
Written by AristoㅣFormat 188x257mm

The educational comics showing various jobs and fields via working characters of a popular 
game, Tales Runner.

02 <Working at a Court>
To feel the worth of a job protecting justice and law, looking at how 
people working at a court prepare a trial. To know 8 main jobs at 
a court such as judge, prosecutor, lawyer, judicial scrivener, court 
official, etc.

03 <Working at a Broadcasting Station>
Efforts of many people are hidden behind a fancy broadcast program. 
Introduces 9 main jobs such as producer, scenarist, announcer, radio 
(TV) reporter, etc. and 4 unique jobs at a broadcasting station.

01 <Working at a Hospital>
To introduce 8 main jobs such as doctor, pharmacist, nurse, etc. 
and 5 unique jobs at a hospital. To know the preciousness of a job 
handling the life of people via the vivid and touching stories of a 
medical site.

Rights sold: Thailand, Taiwan, 

China, Indonesia

Rights sold: Thailand, Taiwan, 

China, Indonesia

Rights sold: Thailand, Taiwan, 

China, Indonesia

04 <Working in a Space>
Tremendous efforts are required for a day in a space although it 
seems fantastic. Contains 6 main Jobs related to space such as 
astronaut, aerospace engineer, astronomer, new material engineer, 
etc. and information on space technology.

Rights sold: Thailand, 

Indonesia



05 <Working at UN>
To experience various jobs of UN where people work across the 
globe. Contains work at Unicef and Unesco and the roles of the UN 
secretary general in an interesting way.

Rights sold : Thailand

06 <Working at an International Airport>
Contains various episodes happening in an airport. Introduces jobs 
related to an international airport from well known pilot, stewardess 
to unfamiliar aircraft maintenance crew, customs official.

Rights sold : Thailand

07 <Working at a Police Station >
The stage this time is a police station of policemen who run to 
anywhere people need help. Readers can feel the field and site 
vividly with the contents based on actual accidents.

Rights sold : Thailand

08 <Working at an Animation Company>
How is animation, a friend of children, created? Introduces various 
animation related jobs such as animation planner, director, animator, 
voice actor, etc., and types of animation, the production process, etc.

09 <Working at a Safari>
What occupations are there at a safari with cute animals? Here 
is vivid information on occupations related to animals including 
zookeepers, animal trainers, veterinarians, and zoo curators.



Vol. 12 <Working at a Hotel>,  
Vol. 13 <Working at a Major Company>,  
Vol. 14 <Working at a Research Station>,  
and Vol. 15 <Working at a School> are  
planned to be published successively.

10 <Working at Cheongwadae(the Blue House)>
Various occupations at Cheongwadae, including the president, Chief 
of Staff, and Chief of the Presidential Security Service, are introduced 
here. The stories you could hardly hear including the history and 
tradition of Cheongwadae and introduction of the First Lady are also 
told.

11 <Working at a Game Company>
Living information on everything of a game company is conveyed 
through interviews with current employees of game companies; 
dreams and ideal about games as a creative synthetic art are given 
to children.


